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1 AFRIKAANSE STUDENTE

Hierdie modeloplossing word net in Engels uitgestuur. As u enige probleem ondervind met die taal, kontak ons
asseblief. Onthou ook dat u die werkopdrag-oplossings en later die eksamen in Afrikaans en/of Engels kan skryf al het
u die ander taal by registrasie verkies.

2 STUDY MATERIAL

By this time you should have received the following tutorial matter. If you have not received all of these, please
contact the Department of Despatch at the telephone number given in the inventory you received upon registration.
COSALL-F/301/2007 General information about the School and study at Unisa
COSALL-F/302/2007 Names and telephone numbers of lecturers
COSALL-F/304/2007 Year marks
COS301-Y/101/2007 General information about the module and the assignments
COS301-Y/102/2007 Solutions to additional exercises
COS301-Y/103/2007 October 2006 examination paper
COS301-Y/201/2007 Discussion of Assignment 1
COS301-Y/202/2007 This tutorial letter
COS301-Y/501/2007 Study Guide

3 YEAR MARKS

As you have been informed in the one-page general tutorial letter COSALL-F/304/2007, the marks that you obtain
for your assignments will contribute towards your �nal mark for COS301Y. The four assignments are weighted equally
(25% each) and will form 10% of the �nal mark. The marks obtained in the examination will constitute 90% of the
�nal mark. (However, the year mark will not be taken into account in the supplementary examination.) Because
we state in tutorial letter COS301-Y/101/2007 that you will get either 0, 20 or 40 credits for each assignment, your
percentage mark for this assignment is either 0, 50 or 100. Please note that this mark is actually NOT an
indication of how well you did in the assignment.

4 COS301-Y: SOLUTIONS TO ASSIGNMENT 2

We marked one question only, so please work carefully through this solution and compare our answers to
the questions to all your answers. Also remember to read our comments on your e�ort with care.
Except for Questions 1 and 2, we assume that the alphabet is � = fa; bg.

4.1 QUESTION 1 (problem 13, page 375 of Cohen)

In �gure 1 a correct deterministic PDA is drawn. Let us look at it.
Note that neither n nor m is allowed to be 0. (Make sure that your machine does not accept words where this

is the case.) In our machine we include a separate READ state (namely READ1) to make sure that at least one a
is read. This READ is then followed by a loop consisting of PUSH-READ2-PUSH where the a's are "counted" by
pushing an a onto the stack for every a that is read. As soon as a b is read (in READ2) we start popping the stack.
We pop an a for every b that is read (loop POP1-READ3-POP1) because the word should contain the same number
of b's than a's. When a c is read (in READ3), the stack should be empty and this is checked in POP2. The other c's
are read in READ4. There is no need to count the c's, because there may be any number of them (as long as there is
at least one). When the end of the input is reached, i.e. when � is read in READ4, we accept the word.
We hope that you agree that this machine does accept all the words of the given language. But isn't it possible

that the DPDA accepts words not in the language? Let us investigate:

� Words with no a's: these words are not accepted because the DPDA will crash in state READ1 if b or c or � is
read.

� Words with no b's: these words are not accepted because the DPDA will crash in state READ2 if c or � is read.

� Words with no c's: these words are not accepted because the DPDA will crash in state READ3 if a or � is read.
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Figure 1: DPDA (question 1)
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� Words where a's occur after the b's: these words are not accepted because the DPDA will crash in state READ3
if an a is read.

� Words where a's or b's occur after the c's: these words are not accepted because the DPDA will crash in state
READ4 if an a or a b is read.

� Words with more a's than b's: these words are not accepted because the DPDA will crash in state POP2 if an
a is popped.

� Words with more b's than a's: these words are not accepted because the DPDA will crash in state POP1 if � is
popped.

4.2 QUESTION 2

In order to answer this question we use the pumping lemma with length. We proceed as on pages 15 to 16 of the
Study Guide (tutorial letter COS301-Y/501/2007) and assume that the alphabet is � = fa; b; cg.

� The �rst step is to assume that the language

L = fanbn+1cn�1 j n � 1g

actually is context-free. This means that there exists a CFG in Chomsky Normal Form (CNF) with, say, p live
productions which generates the language. Because we assume that the language is context-free, we may apply
the pumping lemma. We are going to use the pumping lemma with length.

According to the pumping lemma with length any word w in L with more than 2p characters can be broken up
into �ve parts, i.e. the word can be written as w = uvxyz, with

{ length(vxy) � 2p and
{ length(x) > 0 and

{ length(v) + length(y) > 0,

{ and where all words of the form uvnxynz with n > 1 are also in the language.

� Now we must choose a suitable word from L which is long enough. The word

w = a2
p

b2
p+1c2

p�1

seems a good choice: it is in L and it has more than 2p characters.

Let us now examine the di�erent ways in which the word a2
p

b2
p+1c2

p�1 can be broken up into �ve parts.
Remember that vxy cannot have more than 2p characters. This means that there are only a few possible
ways in which vxy may occur within the word: (i) consisting of letters of one type only, i.e. a's from the a2

p

group, or b's from the b2
p+1 group, or c's from the c2

p�1 group, or (ii) consisting of a's followed by b's, i.e.
straddling the a2

p

group and the b2
p+1 group, or (iii) consisting of b's followed by c's, i.e. straddling the b2

p+1

group and the c2
p�1 group.

1. Suppose vxy consists entirely of a's, i.e. consists only of characters from the a2
p

group. According to the pumping
lemma with length the word uvvxyyz is also in the language L. This pumped word will havemore than 2p a's in
front of b2

p+1c2
p�1, therefore the required pattern will be disturbed. Such a word is not in L. Similarly, suppose

vxy consists entirely of b's, i.e. consists only of characters from the b2
p+1 group. According to the pumping

lemma with length the word uvvxyyz is also in the language L. This pumped word will still start with 2p a's
followed by more than 2p+1 b's, followed by c2

p�1. Such a word is not in L. The same argument will hold if
vxy consists entirely of c's, i.e. consists only of characters from the c2

p�1 group, because the pumped word will
still start with a2

p

b2
p+1 but will then have more than 2p � 1 c's. In all three these cases the pattern will be

lost when the word is pumped | the pumped word does not have the required form. Consequently the pumped
word is not in L.

2. Suppose vxy consists of part of the a2
p

group and part of the b2
p+1 group. According to the pumping lemma

with length the word uvvxyyz is also in the language L. This pumped word will have more than 2p a's and/or
more than 2p +1 b's and/or more than one ab substring, (still) followed by c2

p�1 and such a word is not in L.
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3. Similarly, suppose vxy consists of part of the b2
p+1 group and part of the c2

p�1 group. According to the pumping
lemma with length the word uvvxyyz must also be in the language L, but this (pumped) word will still start with
a2

p

, now followed by more than 2p + 1 b's and/or more than 2p � 1 c's and/or more than one bc substring.
Such a word is not in L.

� We have now seen that all possible choices of vxy lead to the fact that the word uv2xy2z cannot be in the language
L. This means that the language does not conform to what the pumping lemma with length states about context-
free languages. Therefore the initial assumption that L is context-free, must be discarded (because, if it were
context-free, according to the pumping lemma there should be at least one choice of vxy for which a pumped
word would be in the language). We conclude that the given language L is not context-free.

Please note again that the choice of a suitable word is very important. In the Study Guide (page 16) we give an
example of a word that is not suitable for pumping (when we want to apply the pumping lemma with length). Further
note that the maximum length of vxy is 2p (and not 2p).

4.3 QUESTION 3 (problem 2(ii), page 398 of Cohen)

A correct grammar is:
S �! AB
A �! aAbb j abb
B �! bbBa j bba
Do you agree?

4.4 QUESTION 4 (problem 5(i) and 5(ii), page 399 of Cohen)

A correct grammar for L1 is
S �! aB
B �! bbB j �
Do you agree?
In order to �nd a grammar for L�1, we apply Theorem 38 (see page 384 of Cohen):
S �! S1S j �
S1 �! aB
B �! bbB j �

4.5 QUESTION 5 (problem 1(i), page 429 of Cohen)

We have to use the algorithm of Theorem 42 to decide whether the given grammar generates any words, i.e. whether
the language is empty or not. The theorem is summarized on pages 20-21 of your Study Guide (tutorial letter
COS301-Y/501/2007).

� Step -1: We have to �nd out whether S is nullable. We see that it is not the case.

� Step 0: We have to write the given grammar in Chomsky normal form. This is done as explained in the Study
Guide (pages 6 - 8). There are no �-productions and no unit productions, so we have to replace terminals with
nonterminals where appropriate and add two productions. We get:

S �! ASA j BSB
A �! a

B �! b

Finally we have to change the productions with more than two nonterminals on the righthand side and add the
appropriate productions. The given grammar looks as follows in CNF:

S �! AR1 j BR2
R1 �! SA

R2 �! SB

A �! a

B �! b
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� Step 1: We see that the nonterminal A has a production of the required form, namely A �! a and thus can
be eliminated. There is no other production with A on the lefthand side. We replace A with a on all righthand
sides and get the grammar:

S �! aR1 j BR2
R1 �! Sa

R2 �! SB

B �! b

� Step 2: We see that S has not been eliminated yet.

� Step 3: The nonterminal B can be eliminated, so we move to step 1.

� Step 1: The nonterminal B has a production of the required form, namely B �! b and thus can be eliminated.
There is no other production with B on the lefthand side.We replace B with b on all righthand sides and get
the grammar:

S �! aR1 j bR2
R1 �! Sa

R2 �! Sb

� Step 2: S has not been eliminated yet.

� Step 3: None of the remaining nonterminals, namely S, R1 and R2, can be eliminated. We conclude that the
language is empty | no words are generated by the grammar.

4.6 QUESTION 6 (problem 3(iv), page 429 of Cohen)

We have to decide whether the language generated by the given grammar is �nite or in�nite by using Theorem 44.
This algorithm is summarized on page 409 of Cohen.

� Step 1 of Theorem 44: In this step all nonterminals which are not used to produce any word, must be
eliminated. We have to apply the algorithm of Theorem 43 on page 407, which demands, in turn, the application
of the algorithm of Theorem 42. So, we �rst apply the algorithm summarized on pages 20-21 of the Study Guide,
to the given grammar. Note that we, of course, modify the algorithm slightly, because we do not only want to
establish whether the language is empty but rather want to identify all nonterminals leading to no words. For
example, step 2 on page 20 is not executed.

1. Page 20 of the Study Guide, step -1: No nonterminal is nullable.

2. Page 20 of the Study Guide, step 0: Although one production is not in Chomsky normal form (namely
S �! bb), we need not convert it to CNF because the algorithm makes provision for productions with more
than one terminal on the righthand side.

3. Page 20 of the Study Guide, step 1: There is one nonterminal N with a production of the form N �! t
where t is a terminal or a string of terminals, namely S �! bb. We therefore know that this nonterminal
(namely S) is productive and may be useful. Now we eliminate all productions having S on the left hand
side. Then we replace S with bb whenever S occurs on the righthand side of a production. We are left with
the grammar below and then go to step 3.

X �! Y Y

Y �! XY j bbbb
4. Page 20 of the Study Guide, step 3: There is one nonterminal N with a production of the form N �! t
where t is a terminal or a string of terminals, namely Y �! bbbb. We therefore know that this nonterminal
(namely Y ) is productive and may be useful. Go to step 1.

5. Page 20 of the Study Guide, step 1: We eliminate all productions having Y on the left hand side. Then
we replace Y with bbbb whenever Y occurs on the righthand side of a production. We are left with the
grammar below and then go to step 3.

X �! bbbbbbbb

6. Page 20 of the Study Guide, step 3: There is one nonterminalN with a production of the formN �! t where
t is a terminal or a string of terminals, namely X �! bbbbbbbb. We therefore know that this nonterminal
(namely X) is productive and may be useful. Go to step 1.
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7. Page 20 of the Study Guide, step 1: We eliminate all productions having X on the left hand side. We do
not have any productions left, so we halt, knowing that the nonterminals S, X and Y are all productive.

8. Step 1 of the algorithm of Theorem 43 is now completed. There are no unproductive nonterminals.

9. Step 2 of the algorithm of Theorem 43: No production is eliminated, thus the grammar looks as follows:

S �! XY j bb
X �! Y Y

Y �! XY j SS
10. Now steps 3 - 6 of the algorithm of Theorem 43 must be executed in order to determine which of the

nonterminals S, X and Y are actually used in the generation of words. However, it is unnecessary to
execute the steps for S, because if we paint the S's in step 3, step 6 follows immediately. So it is clear that
S is useful (used in the production of words). Let us investigate X and Y .

11. Step 3 of the algorithm of Theorem 43 with X (in the algorithm) = X (in the grammar). We get

S �!
blue

X Y j bb
blue

X �! Y Y

Y �!
blue

X Y j SS
12. Steps 4 { 5 of the algorithm of Theorem 43 with X (in the algorithm) = X (in the grammar). We see that

both S and Y become blue. We are left with
blue

S �!
blue

X
blue

Y j bb
blue

X �!
blue

Y
blue

Y
blue

Y �!
blue

X
blue

Y j
blue

S
blue

S

13. Step 6 of the algorithm of Theorem 43 with X (in the algorithm) = X (in the grammar). Because S is blue,
we know that X is a useful member of the grammar. We still have to investigate Y .

14. Step 3 of the algorithm of Theorem 43 with X (in the algorithm) = Y (in the grammar). We get

S �! X
blue

Y j bb

X �!
blue

Y
blue

Y
blue

Y �! X
blue

Y j SS
15. Steps 4 { 5 of the algorithm of Theorem 43 with X (in the algorithm) = Y (in the grammar). We see that

both S and X become blue. We are left with
blue

S �!
blue

X
blue

Y j bb
blue

X �!
blue

Y
blue

Y
blue

Y �!
blue

X
blue

Y j
blue

S
blue

S

16. Step 6 of the algorithm of Theorem 43 with X (in the algorithm) = Y (in the grammar). Because S is blue,
we know that Y is a useful member of the grammar.

17. At this point we have examined all the nonterminals for usefulness.

18. At last we are able to �nish step 1 of the algorithm of Theorem 44 on page 409 and then proceed to
step 2. Up to now we have established that all three nonterminals, S, X and Y are useful. We are left with
the original grammar, namely

S �! XY j bb
X �! Y Y

Y �! XY j SS

� Step 2 of the algorithm of Theorem 44: Let us choose the nonterminal S and check whether it is self-
imbedded, thus X (in the algorithm) = S (in the grammar):

1. Step (i): We use � instead of the Russian letter. Replace S with � where it appears on the left hand side
of a production:

� �! XY j bb
X �! Y Y

Y �! XY j SS
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2. Step (ii):

� �! XY j bb
X �! Y Y

Y �! XY j
blue

S
blue

S

3. Step (iii):

� �! X
blue

Y j bb

X �!
blue

Y
blue

Y
blue

Y �! X
blue

Y j
blue

S
blue

S

4. Step (iv):
blue

� �!
blue

X
blue

Y j bb
blue

X �!
blue

Y
blue

Y
blue

Y �!
blue

X
blue

Y j
blue

S
blue

S

5. Step (v): � is painted blue, thus S is self-imbedded.

� Step 3 of the algorithm of Theorem 44: We have �nally completed our investigation. Because (at least)
one nonterminal is self-embedded, the language generated by the given grammar, is in�nite.

4.7 QUESTION 7 (problem 6, page 430 of Cohen)

We follow the steps of the CYK algorithm as formulated on page 21 of the Study Guide. Note that n = 4 and
w = abba.

� Step 0. We write the grammar in CNF (only the �nal result is given but note that you should follow all the
steps - see pages 6-8 of the Study Guide):

S �! SS

S �! a

S �! BB

B �! b

Now the grammar is in the correct form, namely CNF. Set i = 0.

� Step 1. Set i = 1. We have four substrings of length 1.

Substring All producing nonterminals

a S (by S �! a)
b B (by B �! b)
b B (by B �! b)
a S (by S �! a)

� Step 2. i 6= 4, thus go to step 1.

� Step 1. Set i = 2. We have three substrings of length 2.
Substring All producing nonterminals

ab none (no production with SB on the righthand side)
bb S (by S �! BB =) bb)
ba none (no production with BS on the righthand side)

� Step 2. i 6= 4, thus go to step 1.

� Step 1. Set i = 3. We have two substrings of length 3.
Substring All producing nonterminals

abb S (produces a(bb) by S �! SS =) SBB =) abb)
bba S (produces (bb)a by S �! SS =) BBS =) bba)
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� Step 2. i 6= 4, thus go to step 1.

� Step 1. Set i = 4. We have one substring of length 4.
Substring All producing nonterminals

abba S (produces a(bb)a by S �! SS =) SSS =) SBBS =) abba)

� Step 2. We �nd that i = 4 = n and that S is a producing nonterminal for the word abba.

Thus the word abba can be generated by the given grammar.

c
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